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Key Messaging

Core DART Messaging
Key Message: DART brings value to North Texas, over the short-term and over the long-term, by serving North Texas’s 
current and future  needs as a growing region. 

Value Statement: DART is part of the fabric that connects the communities of North Texas. DART enables North Texans 
to experience more of the benefits of living in a diverse metropolitan region. It is part of our livelihood and our region’s 
continued economic growth. As a cornerstone of the region’s multi-modal transportation network and an iconic 
institution in the 13 cities it serves and beyond—DART is moving North Texas Forward.

Message Goal: Educate the broader North Texas community on the importance of public transportation for the entire 
region, even those who may not be riders. DART is working to create a positive future for North Texas by bringing 
vitality to individual communities and neighborhoods, ensuring mobility infrastructure for a growing population, 
and serving as an economic development stimulus by encouraging development and supporting businesses. DART is 
working to drive the entire region forward. 
 

Key Message: DART brings value  
to North Texas, over the short-term 
and over the long-term, by serving 

North Texas’s current and future 
needs as a growing region. 
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Capital Investment Project Messaging
Key Message: Capital Investment Projects allow DART to address short-term issues while supporting a broader long-
term vision for the system at-large. While individual projects serve distinct purposes, all projects work together to 
support the whole system so DART can most effectively bring value to the entire North Texas region. 

All of DART’s Capital Investment Project messaging will embody:

Message Goal: Educate the population on the importance, value, and process to create each Capital Investment 
Project. Communicate the distinct funding mechanisms, design options, and steps required for each project. Continue 
to reiterate the idea that each project is important to DART, the region, and the entire transit system. All Capital 
Investment Projects work in tandem supporting mobility, capacity, the economy, and the communities of North Texas. 

GROWTH: DART is part of the fabric of North Texas and is the right partner for meeting our 
transportation needs today, while ensuring the region as a whole can expand and thrive. 

COLLABORATION: DART listens to, provides expert guidance, and works side-by-side with stakeholders 
and the public in each of the cities it serves to develop the best possible transit solutions for the area.

FUTURE: DART is part of North Texas’s past and part of North Texas’s right now. DART is also forward-
thinking, ensuring businesses and communities of our region have a bright future. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: DART is invested in and committed to the entire region’s economic 
prosperity and viability.

Key Messaging
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Understanding the Audience

One-on-One, Internal, Small Groups, and Large Groups
When engaged in a face-to-face conversation, the size of the group with which you are speaking dictates certain 
subtleties and differences in the manner in which you conduct yourself.

ONE-ON-ONE 

• Personability and sincerity, or at least appearing sincere, is key.
• Maintain eye contact, break for natural pauses in thought.
• Speak casually, but remain on topic. Digress as needed.

INTERNAL, SMALLER GROUPS

• Maintain eye contact. 
• Speak to each person in the group.
• Remain open and calm in your posture and demeanor.

LARGE GROUPS

• Speak loudly and clearly.
• Add variety and inflections to your speaking voice.
• Use hand gestures.
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Interested Parties

Capital Projects and Non-Service Area Operations
Challenges: 

DART prioritizes the concerns of some neighborhoods over other localities.
• Response: Growth, Future, Economic Development
• DART views our transit system holistically, going from a micro to macro 

view, starting by looking at each community and their transit needs, and 
then finding the best solutions and additions to the larger system. 

DART is not listening to the community.
• Response: Collaboration
• Work side-by-side with the community and stakeholders to create transit 

that best serves everyone.

DART designs their projects cheaply to get easy federal money.
• Response: Growth and Future
• DART balances each project with our short-term and long-term needs. 

DART’s goal is to strike the right balance between cost, design, capacity 
needs, and fitting into the system at large. 

DART does not have the money to pay for all of their projects.
• Response: Collaboration and Future    
• DART makes sure we work with each of the cities we serve to understand 

and assess transit needs. Each project finds federal funding through 
different mechanisms, ensuring that DART doesn’t have to sacrifice one 
project in order to pay for another. 

RESPONSE TIPS

Consider what medium 

you are communicating 

through and to whom 

you are communicating. 

Always start a response 

with a messaging theme 

and stick to “sound-

bites” for easy take-

aways. Staying away from 

“in the weeds” language 

is key to driving home 

value messages.  
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Messages, Messengers, and Mediums

Communications Delivery

MESSAGES

What do you want to say? 

MESSENGERS

Who do you want to say it to?

MEDIUMS

Where do you want it published?
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Communications Delivery

Tell a story

Mind your body language (it says a lot!)

Keep it simple

Have confidence and show your passion

Start strong and maintain excitement

1

2

3

4

5

Crafting Your Presentation Skills

• Drive excitement with a story your audience can follow.
• Captivate your audience quickly.
• Grab their attention before going straight into the facts.

• Maintain good eye-contact.
• Have an open, confident posture.
• Uncross your arms.
• Don’t fidget or pace.

• Keep all documents and presentation slides at an 8th grade reading level.
• Break down complex facts into easy-to-consume pieces.
• Avoid oversharing—your audience doesn’t need to know every single detail to get the point.

• Speak with authority.
• Display confidence in your stance and posture.
• Allow your excitement to shine through for what you are presenting.

• Begin with a story or a short narrative to set the tone of what to expect.
• Speak with enthusiasm and demonstrate why what you are speaking about is exciting and important.
• Use inflections in your voice to keep the interest of your audience.
• Be loud and clear when speaking.
• Avoid “um” and “like” when speaking.
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Create interaction and movement

Provide visual cues to help tell your story

Have a roadmap and a “North Star” for every presentation (regardless of size)

Build trust through your delivery

Be available

6

7

8

9

10

• Walk around the room, but don’t pace.
• Use your hands when you talk, but don’t fidget.
• Create opportunities to engage the audience (Ex. Ask extemporaneous questions).
• When presenting with slides, use a laser pointer to reference the text on the slide you are speaking about.

• Avoid text-heavy presentation slides or dense documents.
• Incorporate videos, infographics, quote bubbles, and other visual enhancements to create more to engage your audience.
• Videos can break down complex issues into easy-to-digest nuggets of information.

• Know what you want your audience to take away from your presentation and develop a strategy ahead  
of time to get them there.

• Reiterate your main points at the beginning, middle, and end of all presentations.
• Use a visual device (such as an agenda or an outline) of a roadmap to make what you’ll be presenting on clear to 

your audience.

• Be sincere.
• Draw someone to what you are saying.
• Show transparency and emotion for why you care about what you are saying.
• Help them understand why what you are saying is important.
• Demonstrate you are working together, but be a leader.

• Be prepared to answer questions.
• Offer to meet for coffee or lunch.
• Host a conference call for follow-up questions.

Communications Delivery
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Knowing Your Channels 
• What are the markets?

 κ Greater Dallas Metropolitan Region, Texas, national, or international. 

• Who covers the issues?
 κ TV, radio, print, longer form, and social.

• TV: KDAF-TV, KDFW-TV, and WFAA-TV are ideal for short, visually-impactful stories (three- to five-minute interviews)
• Radio: CBS Radio and KERA-FM are ideal for longer, more drawn out conversations on a topic (five to 
15-minute interviews).
• Print and long form: The Dallas Morning News, Fort Worth Star-Telegram, D Magazine, and the Texas Tribune 
offer a more complete picture of a story, although it is determined by the reporter/editor (TBD interview).
• Social: Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram offers the most direct contact with consumers, and allow for rapid 
response opportunities. 

• How do stakeholders consume media?
 κ Mainstream media, trade publications, academic journals, and organizational press.

• Texas state officials consume all forms of media.
• Local consumers are influenced by early morning and evening news programs on TV and radio, and are 
active on social media.

Communications Delivery
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PROACTIVE VS. REACTIVE

There are really only two public relations scenarios you will face:

• When you want coverage but can’t seem to get any traction.
• When you want to avoid an issue, but your phone doesn’t stop ringing.

Overcoming each challenge requires hard work and message discipline.

Communicating about any DART project (such as Capital Investments, the

D2 Subway, or the Cotton Belt Project) regularly with stakeholders keeps

them apprised of developments and will leverage you as a resource on

transportation-related issues in the greater-Dallas metropolitan area.

Proactive: Follow the Three M’s, identify opportunities early.

Reactive: Work with DART professional public relatins staff to manage a crisis. 

If DART is part of the news cycle, consistent communication is key. Ensure all material is properly vetted, and once 
approved, leverage existing relationships to correct the record.

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

Stakeholders need sources and sources need outlets:

• Building relationships is vital for not simply the media.
• Think long term, not just one and done.
• Establish yourself as an expert.
• Stay in contact, share research, statistics and other coverage when you can.
• Keep them informed of potential news, releases, and events.

Communications Delivery
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PRIOR TO THE CONVERSATION

Research 

Identify 

Schedule

THE CONVERSATION

Prepare

Speak Sincerely

Be Respectful of Stakeholder/Other Guests

CONVERSATION FOLLOW-UP

Additional Resources/Materials 

Additional Clarification

Having a Productive Conversation

Communications Delivery
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Never underestimate a stakeholder—or their motives

Nothing is “off the record”

Do your homework

Be relaxed

View the interaction as an opportunity

1

2

3

4

5

Top 5 Conversation Tips

TIPS FOR INTERESTED PARTIES

• Restate and rephrase key messages.
 κ Stick to the Four Communication Pillars: Growth, Future, Collaboration, and Economic Development. 

• Immediately correct any inaccurate statements.

• Offer to provide graphics or photos to illustrate your point.

• Encourage the stakeholder to call you or follow up if they have any questions.

• Support your key messages with anecdotal evidence.

• Speak conversationally, not condescendingly.

• Stay cool. Never address the stakeholder in an aggressive or hostile manner.
 κ This extends to whomever you are engaged with – a hostile manner will create an adversary.

Communications Delivery
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PHYSICAL APPEARANCE & DEMEANOR FOR VIDEO

Whether your presenting at a public meeting, or having a conversation with a stakeholder, be mindful of your appearance. 

• Wear conservative colors and clothing.
 κ Avoid clothing with a checked or pattern—it doesn’t look good on TV.

• Assume the camera and microphone are on at every moment.

• If you need to wear glasses, keep them on.

• Direct attention to the person conducting the interview.

• If you are appearing with an adversary, be assertive.

• Be yourself.

• Smile when appropriate, but don’t force it.

• Remain seated at the end of the conversation. 

Communications Delivery
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Tips for Social Media
In the age of the smart phone, all conversations and interactions are easily transfered to social media. Therefore, be 
mindful of the conversations you have when interacting with stakeholders.

• Know what’s trending on social media.

• Reach stakeholders where they live, on Twitter.

• Remodel your talking points into social media content.

• Don’t be afraid to post more than once.

• Use Twitter lists.

• Pick the right networks.

• Test, test, test.

• Budget for social.

Using Social Media
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Messaging
Key Message: DART is an essential part of the fabric of North Texas. Our transit system does so much more than get 
folks from Point A to Point B. DART drives economic development, builds communities, and defines a lifestyle for all 
who live and work in our region. 

Four Message Pillars: 

Appendix I: The Value of  
Public Transportation

GROWTH: North Texas is growing rapidly, and DART and North Texas public transportation allows us 
to efficiently and nimbly accommodate a larger population.

COLLABORATION: North Texas public transportation is embedded into how our region operates. 
Therefore, DART is committed to being a good neighbor and working with stakeholders and the public.

FUTURE: Public transportation provides mobility around North Texas now, and will allow for 
flexibility as our region continues to grow. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Here in North Texas, public transportation is driving our local economy.  

QUICK FACTS ON DART AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IN NORTH TEXAS:

• The North Texas population is estimated to increase by 36 percent by 2040, and DART will help the region 

accommodate this influx of new residents and the corresponding commercial growth.  (Growth, Future)

• More than $7 billion has been invested in new and planned development projects near DART stations. From 

2014 to 2015, the University of North Texas estimates transit-oriented developments generated $69 million in tax 

revenue, spurred 43,000 new jobs, and $3 billion in wages. (Economic Development)

• Public transportation can increase nearby real estate properties.  Known as “transit premium” properties, this type 

of Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) premium can range from a few-percentage-point increase to as much as 150 

percent. (Economic Development, Future)
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Appendix II:  
The D2 Subway

Messaging
Below is the framework within which all messaging about the D2 Subway should fit. Messaging about the D2 
subway should fall within the existing pillars:

GROWTH

North Texas is stronger when it’s unified. The D2 Subway opens up the possibility of a better future for everyone, not just riders.

• The D2 Subway will let downtown Dallas grow and thrive.
 κ Commerce will expand and flourish downtown.
 κ Urban dwellers will be more motivated to plant roots in the area, bringing new life to the area. 

• The D2 Subway will improve the way in which North Texas residents live.
 κ With more options, capacity, and flexibility in traveling to and around downtown Dallas, residents will be able to 

more easily access the cultural, commercial, and social elements of the area. 

• The D2 Subway will provide more flexibility and increase capacity to serve even more people, faster and easier.
 κ Traveling into and out of downtown Dallas will be easier, faster, and more effective. 

GROWTH: DART is connecting people, not just places.

COLLABORATION: DART and the communities of downtown Dallas are building a positive, regional 
transit solution that integrates effectively with the region’s entire transportation system. 

FUTURE: DART is planning for tomorrow, today. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: DART is thinking economically. 
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• The D2 Subway will provide easier access for North Texas residents and visitors.
 κ More opportunities will exist for all regional residents to visit neighborhoods, like the Arts District, previously 

not accessible by rail.

COLLABORATION

The planning and implementation of the D2 Subway is an iterative process. From the beginning, DART has included 
the public and stakeholders in the D2 Subway conversation with the intention of building a second alignment that has 
a positive impact on downtown Dallas and surrounding communities. Whichever route is selected, DART and these 
communities will continue to work together to balance the interests of everyone involved. 

• DART is working with stakeholders and the community to reach a positive outcome for the region.
 κ Since the project began in December 2015, DART has proactively included stakeholders and the public in the 

development process. 
 κ DART is making sure and will continue to make sure everyone is heard on the D2 Subway, including concerns 

about its design.
 κ DART will establish itself as the transportation expert. While DART is willing to listen to stakeholders, they must 

establish trust so others see them as leaders who can make the final decision. 

• The D2 Subway is part of a fair and transparent process.
 κ DART values the comments it receives about the D2 Subway and documents these comments to understand 

how the public feels.
 κ Comments DART receives, as well as the opinions and thoughts voiced at public and Stakeholder Working 

Group meetings, help ensure the final design best balances everyone’s needs as effectively as possible.
 κ DART is commissioning research—safety, traffic, environmental, and more—to determine all the potential 

impacts of the Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA). 
 κ Multiple pathways are available to come together in a final decision on the D2 Subway’s design. 

• The public and stakeholders have helped DART identify concerns about where the D2 Subway will go, what it 
will look like, and how it will impact the surrounding areas. 

 κ Some stakeholders believe:
• Their solution is the best (and only viable) solution.
• Routes presented by DART will ruin North Texas.
• DART is only concerned with how much money the project will cost and how fast they can get it built.

 κ Some of the concerns DART has heard include:
• It will take a much longer period of time to complete.
• They will not have the funding to ensure this project is completed. 
• Historic areas will be damaged.
• Aesthetics and natural beauty will be ruined.
• Traffic will be disrupted.
• Buildings, properties, and sidewalks will be blocked.
• Neighborhoods will be divided. 

Appendix II: The D2 Subway
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FUTURE

The D2 Subway will ensure a better future for the communities and businesses of North Texas, as well as address urgent 
mobility issues that are present today. 

• The D2 Subway will be a better way to connect the entire transportation network.
 κ The D2 Subway is one part of a larger system and plan that seeks to provide all of North Texas with an 

integrated, multi-modal transit network, including:
• Expanded Bus Service
• Dallas Streetcar
• Platform Extensions
• The Cotton Belt

 κ The D2 Subway’s success will pave the way to connecting the DART system of today with future transit projects 
throughout the region and the region’s larger transportation system, including highways and airports, and 
potentially the Texas Central (the area’s high speed rail) in 2021.

• The D2 Subway will benefit the environment and will cut down on carbon emissions.
 κ In the past year, more than than 92 million rides were taken throughout the region via public transportation 

instead of personal vehicles. With the D2 Subway, that number will only increase the number of rides taken.
 κ A transit system with an increased capacity to handle even more riders offers an alternative to making trips in 

single-passenger vehicles.
• The D2 Subway will be a sustainable option for the fast-paced growth and expansion of North Texas.

 κ Our region is growing, and is expected to have a population of more than 3 million people by 2040 (a 36 
percent increase). The D2 Subway will expand our capacity to serve more people.

 κ The D2 Subway will give more people the flexibility to move throughout the region.
 κ The D2 Subway will ease the bottlenecking that can occur because all existing lines operate through the same 

metro center.
• The D2 Subway has decided to move forward with a below-grade option for the D2 Subway.

 κ The D2 Subway will be a below-grade option and will continue to work to further the design process with 
approval from the DART board and the City Council.

 κ Below-ground options:
• A system that will last for 100 years.
• A subway, once built, will not interfere with traffic or cause as much visual disturbance as an above-ground option.

Appendix II: The D2 Subway
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Not only will the D2 Subway bring economic growth to North Texas, we’re making sure the project is done right so it 
uses taxpayers’ dollars effectively.

• The D2 Subway will stimulate the region’s economy.
 κ DART has contributed to more than $8 billion in growth for the North Texas region. The D2 Subway will continue 

that trend and help generate even more dollars for the area.
 κ The development and building of the D2 Subway will offer new jobs for the area. 

• The D2 Subway will bring economic benefits, including:
 κ Increased property values.
 κ Business expansion opportunities.
 κ More capital for revitalizing downtown.

• The D2 Subway will bring secondary, long-term benefits that will enhance the economic vitality of the region:
 κ Increased attractiveness for visitors to the area with easy, accessible public transportation options.
 κ Increased attractiveness for businesses to position themselves in downtown Dallas, bringing long-term jobs to the area. 

• DART is committed to finding a solution that brings the greatest benefits at the lowest cost. 
 κ The D2 Subway has sought an extension of federal funding from the FTA and the Core Capacity Grant. DART is working 

to develop and LPA to submit to the FTA in September in order to progress to the project development phase. 

Message Goal: Demonstrate the value of the D2 Subway as the right choice for downtown Dallas. Educate the entire region 
on how the D2 Subway will support the greater system at large, and bring economic vitality supporting North Texas’s future. 

Not only will the D2 Subway bring  
economic growth to North Texas, we’re  
making sure the project is done right so  

it uses taxpayers’ dollars effectively.

Appendix II: The D2 Subway
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Interested Parties
It is important that DART understands and communicates effectively with 
all internal and external audiences, even those who may oppose various 
elements of the development of the D2 Subway.

FRIENDLY

Below are some of the concerns stakeholders and the public have helped 
DART identify, along with counter messaging: 

• A mostly underground option will have fewer impacts.
 κ A subway might seem to create fewer impacts, but it brings its own set 

of challenges. DART is exploring all options to determine which design 
will have the least impact while bringing the greatest and most cost-
effective, long-term benefit to the region. 

• Historic areas will be damaged.
 κ DART is evaluating the impact the route will have, factoring in 

distance, historical importance, and the age of the properties. 

• Aesthetics and natural beauty will be ruined.
 κ Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act requires DART 

to pay close attention to how the D2 Subway would alter the look of 
public spaces. 

• Traffic will be disrupted.
 κ DART is assessing how existing traffic patterns and a surface rail 

alignment would work together once the light rail is in place.  

• Buildings, properties, and sidewalks will be blocked.
 κ DART factors in access to parking lots, bike and foot traffic, and public 

transit ridership to help inform where the LPA route will go. 

• Neighborhoods will be divided.
 κ DART is paying attention to where the tracks will go and the 

geographic, social, and economic dynamics that could be affected. 

RESPONSE TIPS

The public process 

worked. Input gained 

from the public and 

stakeholders allowed 

DART to make the 

necessary design 

changes to be the best 

transit solution for 

North Texas. Now, we 

must come together 

to move this design 

forward, in order to 

start making the D2 

Subway a reality. 

Appendix II: The D2 Subway
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Appendix II: The D2 Subway

NEUTRAL

To engage and inspire DART’s audiences who are neutral or supportive of the D2 Subway, corresponding messaging 
must ladder up to the core messaging pillars outlined in this document. It is important to reinforce the value of the D2 
Subway among these audiences so they will champion the D2 Subway and become strong voices of support to counter 
the opposition. Sample messaging includes: 

• DART is connecting people, not just places. 
 κ The D2 Subway will be more than just another way to take people from point A to point B. The D2 Subway will 

be a positive initiative for North Texas—bringing together people from across the region and positioning our 
region to succeed and thrive economically, commercially, and culturally. 

• DART and the communities of downtown Dallas are building a positive, regional transit solution. 
 κ The development of the D2 Subway will have an impact on the surrounding communities. DART is including 

everyone in the conversation and is asking stakeholders and public citizens to submit questions and concerns so 
we can achieve an outcome that best balances the needs and desires of everyone in the North Texas region. 

• DART is planning for tomorrow, today.
 κ DART is progressing towards a transit solution that meets North Texas’ needs now and in the future. DART’s 

D2 Subway will help facilitate the growth and success of our region by affording economic, cultural, and social 
opportunities for people visiting and residing in North Texas. 

• DART is an economic engine.
 κ DART is building the D2 Subway in a way that positions the North Texas region to grow and succeed while 

staying within the scope of the project budget.

 It is important to reinforce the value of the  
D2 Subway among these audiences so they will 
champion the project and become strong voices  

of support to counter the opposition. 
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Appendix II: The D2 Subway

OPPOSITION

Below are some of the myths DART has heard:  

DART is unlikely to change the minds of staunch opponents of the 

D2 Subway. However, DART can proactively mitigate myths and use 

counter-messaging to allay concerns about the project.

• The concerns of some citizens, decision makers, and groups, are not acknowledged or addressed properly.
 κ DART is collaborating with all stakeholders, the public, and decision makers in the development of the D2 

Subway to come up with the best possible solution for all of North Texas. 

• In developing the D2 Subway, DART is only concerned about how much money the project will cost, and how 
fast it can get a second alignment built.

 κ Time and money certainly play a role in the development of a second alignment through downtown Dallas. 
However, DART is intentionally researching the impact (factors such as environment, traffic, safety, and historic 
buildings) as well as listening to the public’s concerns to come to a positive resolution for the D2 Subway. 

• DART did not do thorough research in proposing route options for the D2 Subway.
 κ By law, DART is going through the process of evaluating all route options. Environmental, safety, and traffic 

studies are being conducted to help DART evaluate which route and rail option is not only feasible, but will also 
best serve the North Texas region.

• DART’s proposed route will disrupt the lives of residents.
 κ DART is considering all factors, including environmental, safety, and traffic, in the development of the D2 Subway. 

We are continuing to collect and evaluate all of the necessary data to determine where the alignment should go 
and how it should be built. 

• DART’s proposed route will attract a less fortunate population, causing detriment to area businesses and communities.
 κ As is the case with stations such as Mockingbird, the D2 Subway and the corresponding stations can inject new 

life into the adjacent area, allowing businesses and communities to prosper. 

• DART’s proposed route will divide neighborhoods within the city. 
 κ A second alignment will actually unite the city, connecting communities to one another and allowing 

residents and visitors to travel to areas of downtown Dallas that weren’t previously easily accessible by 
public transportation.
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Challenges: 
 
DART does not listen or address all concerns. 
• Response: Collaboration    
• DART is collaborating with all stakeholders, the public, and decision makers in the development of the D2 Subway to 

come up with the best possible solution for all of North Texas.
 
DART is only concerned about how  quickly and cheaply they can build the project.
• Response: Collaboration & Future   
• Time and money are important, but the D2 Subway will be a transit solution that benefits everyone for the long-term. 
 
DART did not research or present all D2 Subway routes.
• Response: Growth & Future
• DART evaluates all route options and undergoes rigorous research to find a route that is feasible for the design-

wise, usage-wise, budget-wise, and sustainability-wise. 
 
DART’s proposed route will disrupt the lives of residents, dividing neighborhoods, ruining architecture and aesthetics.
• Response: Collaboration, Future, & Economic Development 
• DART evaluates all of the necessary data to determine where the alignment should go and how it should be built. 

The goal of the D2 Subway is to unite the city, connect communities, and allow people to travel easily and flexibly.

Appendix II: The D2 Subway
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Appendix III:  
The Cotton Belt Project

GROWTH: DART is building the transit solutions the region needs to accommodate the 
future larger population. 

COLLABORATION: DART is working with every town, and community to create a transit solution that 
will open up North Texas for everyone. 

FUTURE: DART is planning for tomorrow, today.  

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: DART is committed to adding value and stimulating economic 
growth for the entire region. 

Messaging
Key Message: The Dallas community is stronger when it’s unified. The Cotton Belt will increase accessibility and provide more 
transit opportunities to seven new towns. It’s about creating capacity for our growing region, investing in our entire transit 
system, and making sure we provide a better future for all of North Texas. 

Four Message Pillars: 

Message Goal: Provide clarity on the value of a regional rail line and why connecting neighboring cities and the Dallas/Fort 
Worth International Airport will bring a myriad of benefits to all of North Texas. The Cotton Belt will provide greater capacity, 
connectivity, spur economic development, and support workforce development. These effects will ripple out to our entire 
region, adding economic value and benefitting the system at-large over the long-term. 
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RESPONSE TIPS

The Cotton Belt will 

open up our entire 

region, benefiting 

all residents, not 

just those in the 

northern part of the 

region. We are not 

sacrificing funding 

for other projects to 

accommodate the 

Cotton Belt.

Interested Parties
Challenges: 

DART prioritizes or favors some communities over others.
• Response: Collaboration & Future    
• DART works with each service area to learn about their priorities, what 

transit solution would work best for their residents, and how to fit their 
transit needs into the larger system.  

DART is not committed to downtown Dallas or urban vitality. 
• Response: Growth & Future   
• DART takes a holistic view of its transit system. We are a regional solution 

that is building capacity to support the entire region’s future growth. 
Accommodating more people means more visitors, consumers, and 
residents to support downtown Dallas. 

DART sacrifices spending on urban projects to pay for suburban projects like 
the Cotton Belt.
• Response: Growth & Economic Development 
• DART has identified two separate funding streams that will fund the 

Cotton Belt and the D2 Subway. It is not an either/or situation; each of 
these projects will tap a different federal agency for funding. DART is 
committed to bringing all Capital Investment Projects to North Texas at 
the lowest cost to taxpayers. 

Appendix III: The Cotton Belt Project
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Appendix IV:  
Audience Matrix

TYPE DESCRIPTION SIZE MESSAGING NOTES

DART Employees Leadership and General Employees 3600

DART Board

Sue Bauman, Richard Carrizales, Jerry Christian, Pamela Dunlop Gates, 

Patrick Kennedy, Michele Wong Krause, Amanda Moreno,  

William Velasco, II, Jonathan R. Kelly, Rick Stopfer, Paul N. Wageman, 

Timothy A. Hayden, Faye Moses Wilkins, Mark C. Enoch

15

Government  

Partners

Federal Transit Administration (FTA)

Texas Coalition of North Texas (TCNT)

Trinity Railway Express (TRE)

Denton County Transportation Authority (DCTA)

North Central Council of Governments

Chambers of 

Commerce

Metrocrest CoC, Dallas Regional Chamber, Greater East Dallas CoC,  

North Dallas CoC, Oak Cliff CoC, Southeast Dallas CoC, 

American Indian CoC of Texas, Greater Dallas Asian American CoC,  

Dallas Black CoC, Greater Dallas Hispanic CoC, 

Dallas Convention & Visitors Bureau, Downtown Dallas, Inc,  

Farmers Branch CoC, Garland CoC, Greater Irving – Las Colinas CoC, 

Plano CoC, Richardson CoC, Rowlett CoC

Economic Development

Residents Collaboration, Future

Property  

Owners

Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

Riders 15K
Collaboration, Future, 

Growth

Developers
Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

Community  

Groups

Environmental Groups, Religious Organizations,

Social Service Organizations, Homeowner’s Associations
Collaboration, Future

Norrh Texas  

Cities with  

DART Service

Addison, Carrollton, Cockrell Hill, Dallas, Farmers Branch,  

Garland, Glenn Heights, Highland Park, Irving, Plano,  

Richardson, Rowlett, University Park

13

Economic Development, 

Collaboration, Future, 

Growth

North Texas  

Cities Without  

DART Service

Economic Development, 

Collaboration, Future, 

Growth

Businesses
Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

SUPPORTERS/ALLIES
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TYPE DESCRIPTION SIZE MESSAGING NOTES

Chambers of 

Commerce

Metrocrest CoC, Dallas Regional Chamber, Greater East Dallas CoC,  

North Dallas CoC, Oak Cliff CoC, Southeast Dallas CoC, 

American Indian CoC of Texas, Greater Dallas Asian American CoC, 

Dallas Black CoC, Greater Dallas Hispanic CoC, 

Dallas Convention & Visitors Bureau, Downtown Dallas, Inc,

Farmers Branch CoC, Garland CoC, Greater Irving – Las Colinas CoC, 

Plano CoC, Richardson CoC, Rowlett CoC

Economic Development

Residents Collaboration, Future

Property  

Owners

Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

Riders 15K
Collaboration, Future, 

Growth

Developers 15
Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

Community  

Groups

Environmental Groups, Religious Organizations, 

Social Service Organizations, Homeowner’s Associations,  

Historical Preservation Society, Cultural Organizations

Collaboration, Future

Businesses
Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

NEUTRAL

Appendix IV: Audience Matrix
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Appendix IV: Audience Matrix

TYPE DESCRIPTION SIZE MESSAGING NOTES

Residents Collaboration, Future

Property  

Owners

Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

Riders 15K
Collaboration, Future, 

Growth

Developers
Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

Community  

Groups

Environmental Groups, Religious Organizations,

Social Service Organizations, Homeowner’s Associations
Collaboration, Future

Norrh Texas  

Cities with  

DART Service

Addison, Carrollton, Cockrell Hill, Dallas, Farmers Branch, Garland,  

Glenn Heights, Highland Park, Irving, Plano, Richardson,  

Rowlett, University Park

13

Economic Development, 

Collaboration, Future, 

Growth

North Texas  

Cities Without  

DART Service

Economic Development, 

Collaboration, Future, 

Growth

Businesses
Economic Development, 

Future, Growth

POTENTIAL OPPOSITION
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HOW TO GET IN TOUCH

Please email MLyons@dart.org with questions 
and concerns or visit www.dart.org.


